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Notation

The score comprises three staves corresponding to three main polarizing sounds: D₄; D₅ and D₆ (transposed sounds) the fundamental, 2nd harmonic and 4th harmonic respectively. The importance of the octave interval between these three sounds is thus established, on the one hand, as the limit of a space to be filled or traveled, and on the other hand as an intensive space: where different tensions, movements and temporalities are generated.

In the space thus defined the following main effects are attributed:

- Continuously sustained note without vibrato (S.V.).

- Momentary interruption of the actual presence of the note D₄ (transposed sound).

- Quarter tone below.

- Quarter tone above.

- Sung sound in glissando between the annotated notes. It is also transposed. If necessary, sing to the octave.

- Glissando. Do not emphasize intermediate notes.

- Measured vibratto.

- Air sounds.
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“Seen from the timelessness of the dream, time is aperture, way of access and way to walk.”

*S. V.*

~ Transposed sounds.~
